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to create 
your own outdoor 

adventure

1.      Find a tyre, find some friends, find a hill…..who will make it down the hill first, the   

         tyre, you or your friends?

         Fill some buckets or wheelbarrows with topsoil, add water and then you could   

         make mud pies, or...…wouldn’t a mud fight be much more fun?

        Everywhere you go, look for things you can collect……planks of wood, old pipes, rope,   

      branches, leaves.  Before you know it you’ll have everything you need to make the    

      perfect cubby house to hide away in.

       Protect your den with a giant slingshot. Tie a stretchy piece of material    

       between two trees then fire foam balls or marshmallows at anyone who   

       tries to come near.

        Tape or tie thick cardboard tubes, plastic drink containers and old pipes  

        together. Pour a bucket of water in one end and see how much water makes  

         it to the empty bucket at the other end.

       Practice tying all different sorts of knots. Now, use your skills to make a  

      climbing rope, rope net or a tyre swing.

      Make boats out of paper, grass, twigs or walnut shells. Take your boat to the  

      local creek or wait till a rainy day when the gutters are racing with water.  

      See whose boat can travel the furthest before capsizing.

      Learn how to skim a rock and then decide on a target and see if you can hit it.  

       Different targets earn different points. Who will score the highest?

      Use a bucket and rope to make a pulley. You could pull water out of a creek or pull     

        lunch up to your treehouse. Where else could you use your pulley?

        Camouflage yourself then climb as high as you can in a tree. How long can you stay  

         there before someone spots you? 
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